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Fall '93 Declared Semester Of The Asian
Prof. Ostholm-Hinnau teaching new Core 202 course.
By Shriti Sinha
Reporter
Fall 1993 marks the beginning of the
Asian Culture and Civilization Appreciation
program at York College. It is part of a
larger project on Cultural Diversity aimed
at giving the students a taste of world cul-
tures and societies.
The objective of the program is to infuse
Asian perspectives in the curriculum and
foster peaceful co-existence with the Asian
community through cross-cultural aware-
ness and understanding.
"In this case York College is really the
leader," said Dr. Daisy DeFilippis, Acting
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs. "In
many schools they dealt with diversity by
offering one course here and one course
there. We were really the first one to sit
down and develop inter-disciplinary offer-
ings and the first one to come up with se-
mesters in which we highlight different cul-
tures."
The process started in 1990 when some
members of the faculty expressed dissatis-
faction with the College curriculum revi-
sions in 1989-90. Faculty members from
different disciplines worked on drafting new
curriculum proposals through the Summer
of 1990. By the end of 1991, the College
had passed a new Core curriculum which
included cultural diversity and foreign lan-
guages courses. These courses are now re-
quired of all students entering York from
Fall 1992.
By not "including a component of cul-
tural diversity in the curriculum, we felt that
we were doing the students a disservice,"
said DeFilippis. "We were not acquainting
them with all the cultures they would en-
counter, not only in New York City, but also
as they become professionals and have to
deal with an increasingly global world."
When President Davis joined York Col-
lege in September 1991, she brought an af-
filiation with the American Association of
State Colleges, Schools and Universities.
This Association selects institutions to send
to the East-West Center at the University
of Hawaii at Manoa.
Established about 30 years ago, the East-
West Center helps in fostering understand-
ing between the east and west. It has been
the site of meetings for many world lead-
ers. The Center also works with American
colleges and universities to infuse their cur-
riculum with Asian studies.
Davis. "Anyone who is interested in finding
out more information about the status of
Asian studies anywhere in the US, or in get-
ting resources, will be able to use it once our
center becomes fully operational."
The Center will become part of York
College library on October 28, when an
Asian Studies Reading and Reference Room
opens for the students. "It will be a lovely
addition to the library and a very symbolic
presence on our campus to have this Asian
center," said DeFilippis.
The books and artwork to be displayed are
being donated partly by the East-West Cen-
ter and partly by the University of Shanxi in
China, where President Davis spent the past
summer.
Also as part of the exchange, two visit-
ing professors from Shanxi University will
be coming from China and teaching at York.
One of the professors Dr. Ken Mao-Tang
will be teaching Chinese History later this
semester.
An Asian Studies Symposium will be
held on October 27-28, as part of cultural
activities to celebrate Asian culture and civi-
lization. It will be attended by a distinguished
panel of scholars.
In the Summer of 1992, when York Col-
lege was chosen, President Davis and Dean
DeFilippis participated in "a very intensive
program" at the Center. They took courses
to learn what the modern theories were, and
how different institutions were integrating
Asian studies into their curriculum.
"We had to make a commitment that
when we came back, we would begin to
support such initiatives in our own cam-
puses," said President Davis. "It is an on-
going initiative. And because of our in-
volvement, when the East-West Center be-
came interested in opening a Regional Cen-
ter for the Asian Studies Development Pro-
gram on the East Coast of the United States,
they were pleased to enter into a partner-
ship with us."
"We are really honored to be an institu-
tion which will open this center," said
"We felt that we had a unique responsi-
bility because this is a campus where you
have such a diverse student body which is
also largely minority," said DeFilippis. "You
also have New York City where you deal
with racial tensions between different ethnic
groups. So the Asian Studies infusion pro-
gram is, I think, a very responsible way to
address the needs of the students."
Under the larger project on Cultural Di-
versity a different culture will be highlighted
every semester. In Spring 1994, the focus of
studies will shift from Asia to Africa. In the
following semester, it will turn to Latin
America and after that to the Indian Subcon-
tinent and the Middle-East.
"It doesn't mean that once the focus has
shifted, we discard the courses," said
DeFilippis. "We continue to offer some and
then come back again to Asia."
Twelve courses are being offered in
Asian Studies under the program this semes-
ter. They range from History to Physical
Education. The only new course added to
the curriculum is Core 202, which was
drafted in 1991. The other courses have been
offered at some time or other in the 25 years
of history of York College, but not regularly.
"The others have been on the books but
have not been offered in this fashion at the
same time, in the same semester, as part of
a larger program," said DeFilippis. "I think
we have a good situation because the stu-
dents contribute so much with their own
varied backgrounds."
Core 101, which was offered for the first
time last semester, involves understanding
what culture is and how it affects human
behavior.
"Even though everybody has to take the
Core courses, we hope that eventually some
of these multi-cultural perspectives will
move into some of the other courses," said
Prof. Anita Wenden, Director of the Core
Curriculum. "Students may come here from
High Schools or their countries with preju-
dices and you can either increase them or
struggle against them. The only thing we
hope to do is to give them some context,
some idea, some mental structures to orga-
nize what they see and experience and con-
tinue to learn on their own."
Prof. Wenden also coordinated a semi-
nar last Fall to help teachers prepare them-
selves for teaching inter-disciplinary
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Chancellor's Time Has Come
Dear Editor:
At the end of last semester (Spring '93),
students were bombarded with letters from
York College's "Ministry of Truth." In
these letters, "our" college president tried
to dispel what she claims were "myths and
rumors." In her communique, "our" presi-
dent tried to "reassure" us that York Col-
lege, as a four-year liberal arts institution,
was never threatened by the "Goldstein
Report." This is the quintessential myth.
The "Goldstein Report" sought to "consoli-
date," i.e., eliminate almost all the liberal
arts programs in York College.
Consequently, the "Goldstein Report"
was defeated because the students mobilized
themselves under the leadership of the Po-
litical Science Club, not our college admin-
istration, as "our" president claims. Now,
let's deal with facts, not "myths and ru-
mors."
The Board of Trustees of CUNY voted
against the "Goldstein Report," but on June
28, as reported by the New York Times
(June 29, 1993,) the Trustees voted to give
Chancellor Reynolds "special powers"-
dictatorial powers—to review educational
programs and courses in CUNY's 21 col-
leges. If these programs (courses and ma-
Marketing Majors Unite
Dear Editor:
A new business club is being formed to
help you get an edge on your future. The
name is the York College Marketing Asso-
ciation (YCMA). YCMA is bringing a chap-
ter of the American Marketing Association
(AMA) to York College. The AMA is re-
spected as the leading organization for mar-
keting professionals and is internationally
known.
YCMA's major objectives are to first
assist the student body to gain practical ex-
perience and to put York on the minds of
all major corporations; So, when they are
looking for employees, they are looking at
York. The academic excellence at York has
gone unnoticed for much too long and it is
time that the students of this institution get
the recognition they deserve.
The founder of YCMA, Ms. Guillian
Smart, is working very diligently with an
elite group of individuals in making this
organization very strong. Although the
YCMA is a marketing club, all majors are
invited to join. Every organization needs
diversity to help it run effectively and this
is no exception. This is reflected in the mem-
bers of the board of directors of YCMA.
The board, consisting of Marketing,
Business Administration and ISM majors,




jors) do not pass a periodic efficiency re-
view," Chancellor Reynolds can eliminate
or "consolidate" them into one: This, in
effect, is what the "Goldstein Report"
sought to do. This "new" plan is, in essence,
the "Goldstein Report" without the name.
In addition, Chancellor Reynolds can take
away or withhold faculty and money from
campuses that do not pass her "periodic ef-
ficiency review." Let's go back to the
president's letter.
In her letter, "our" president tells us that
Chancellor Reynolds has "demonstrated her
strong commitment to [York College] with
broad-based financial support..." Once
again, this is a myth. On July 17, 1993, the
New York Times reported that Chancellor
Reynolds was going to withhold $15 Mil-
lion in new funding from four CUNY cam-
puses, among them York. This was being
done according to the Times, as retribution
because York College opposed the
"Goldstein Report," viz., York resisted
Chancellor Reynolds attempt to destroy it.
In the past 20 years, Africans and Latinos
have made some strides in CUNY, albeit not
enough! All these attempts at "reorganiza-
tion" are aimed at us, Africans and Latinos.
If we do not continue to resist, we will be
reorganized right out of CUNY.
Depression Is The Issue
Dear Editor:
Last year, I was suffering from a debili-
tating disorder. It came on me slowly, but
the effects were devastating. Initially I
started to have mood swings. My emotions
played havoc with my life. I was very con-
fused and despondent. Then I lost my abil-
ity to function in my environment. Simple
tasks became untouchable goals. Finally I
withdrew within myself. I had no desire to
communicate with the outside world. I
wanted to drop out of school and out of life.
The disease is called Depression.
Depression permeates throughout all fac-
ets of society. It isn't only something that
happens to white people. In it's wake, De-
pression can leave a cemetery of drug abuse,
divorce, child abuse and suicide.
Depression does not discriminate; It ig-
nores sex, ethnicity and social class. If ig-
nored, depression can destroy everything in
a person's life. I almost found that myself.
The Women's Center and Dr. Arlene
Schreiner has developed a group for those
who are feeling the inability to cope with
their environment. The group is open to all
and completely confidential. For further in-
formation please join us in room 3E03-F on
Monday, October 4 at 2 P.M. If my words




It is clear that the letter written by "our"
college president was a feeble attempt to
pacify York College students, who, ulti-
mately, were the ones who defeated the
"Goldstein Report." Upon further analysis
of the president's letter, it is quite clear that
it is "our" college president who has dealt
in "myths and rumors," not the students who
resisted Chancellor Reynolds!
We can no longer be politically naive!
We defeated the "Goldstein Report" in
name only; it continues to threaten us be-
cause Chancellor Reynolds and her cabal,
the Board of Trustees, are still in power.
Last semester, we stated that the "Goldstein
Report" was about power, not about the lack
of money: It's about who controls whom.
We must remember that it was Chancellor
Reynolds who commissioned the
"Goldstein Report." Her actions only sub-
stantiate our charge that her only interest in
issuing such a report was power, dictatorial
power. Moreover, students must realize
that the only way to deal with a dictatorship




More Than Just Gym
Dear Editor:
Physical Education, which is more com-
monly referred to as Gym in our schools,
should be given a lot more respect. Physi-
cal Education, or education through the
physical, is a planned sequence of activities
designed to provide individuals with an
equal opportunity to reach his or her full
potential physically, socially, emotionally
and, to a certain extent, intellectually. One
of the goals this semester of the Physical
Education Club is to promote Healthy
Lifestyles to our entire student body.
I believe that everyone should assess
their fitness level and develop a training
program that is simple and beneficial (for
help visit our health promotion center and
inquire about a beginners program). A lot
of information is also posted on the bulle-
tin boards. Remember that Physical Edu-
cation should not be defined as merely
"Gym."
Victor Ramsey
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Leadership Conference Gives YSG A Running Start
By John Crow
Reporter
During the early part of the summer of
1993, York College Student Government
held it's "Annual Leadership Conference"
(three days), at The Caumsett Field Center,
located in Caumsett State Park in Long Is-
land. This annual retreat was started by a
past president of YSG, Donald Vernon, and
serves as an orientation for new senators.
The Summit is set up to show the newly
elected student senators how their college
handles student business, what the senators'
roles are as student representatives, what
services are available for students, who is
in charge of these services, and where to find
these services.
Even though all the elected senators were
invited, only four of the newly elected at-
tended. The four who attended along with a
handful of reelected senators are George A.
Watkins, Jessica Clark, Jose Rivas Cinque,
and Lancelot Rochester.
According to Student Government Presi-
dent Robert Hudson, many of the Senators
promised that they would attend, but most
of them did not show. Some had job and
family commitments.
In his president's message, Hudson asked
Senators and invited guests "to work hard
at overcoming obstacles...be unified in pur-
pose and effort in the development of our
years agenda." Hudson pointed out that in
the past year while he was still vice presi-
dent, the YSG did not only "research to pre-
pare our response to the infamous
'Goldstein Report,'" but they were also able
to negotiate a $4,400 Scholarship as part of
the contract with the Mariott Corporation,
the new food providers at York.
Acting Associate Dean of Student Devel-
opment, Dr. Jacqueline Ray, held two work-
L-R: Lancelot Rochester, Jose Rivas, Kieron Sharpe, Ayala A vni, Rodney Williams,
Shareef McQueen, Maureen Wallace, Kenny Cutts, Robert Hudson, Pilar Morillo,
Mohammad Momin, Jessica Clark, German Burgos, G.A. Watkins, Maureen Bell,
Stacie Caven, Leroy Adams, Pamela Rajkumar, Mizan Biswas, Jean Hyppolite,
Matimur Rahaman, Desmond Duncan
shops where she presented the entire break
down of her area as Associate Dean of Stu-
dents, Student Counseling, Development
and Services. Other presenters included
Ester Tait, of the Association/Business Of-
fice, also Patrick Sterling and Stacie Caven,
two former presidents of YSG.
Josie Riveras, a College Work Study stu-
dent who works in the Student Activities
Office, conducted aerobics exercise ses-
sions at nights.
Kieron Sharpe, Director of Student Ac-
tivities, did his presentation on Planning and
Organizing and "The Role of Clubs in Pro-
moting Clubs' activities." As a bonus,
Sharpe also held Sunday morning prayers
and Worship Services.
On the last day, former Senior Vice
President (currently Acting President of
Bronx Community College), Dr. Leo Cor-
bie, wrapped things up with some additional
planning advice for the student leadership
present. Dr. Corbie brought with him a sur-
prise guest in President Josephine Davis.
The two senior executives listened to
some of the concerns of the leadership at
the conference and promised to look into is-
sues raised. During this time, President
Davis requested that the students include
her in future conferences.
The leadership who attended the confer-
ence (at least five clubs were independently
represented), all seemed to connect with the
motto of the conference, "Together We As-
pire, Together We Achieve."
The representatives all said that it was a
weekend well spent, and that they all came
away from the conference feeling more
committed, and are better prepared to serve
their fellow students.
New YSG Reflects Diaspora For First Time
By Frankee Davis
Columnist
Something strange happened last semes-
ter. The Spring 93 student government elec-
tions produced a student government that,
for the first time, truly represents the
diaspora of the York student body.
The 1993-94 student government is
equally comprised of members from both
major student political parties - the Student
Multiethnic Coalition (SMC) and People's
Organization Working for Educational
Rights (POWER). Although a significant
number of the newly installed senators were
not elected by students, (ie: ran
unchallenged in their respective depart-
ments) many of last year's senators have
been re-elected. Robert Hudson returns to
YSG as President; Jocelyn Badette, Evening
Vice President; Ayala Avni, Corresponding
Secretary; Jean Hyppolite, Treasurer; Pilar
Morillo Executive Director; Mozammel
Jamal, and Mizan Biswas as senators.
Those new to student government but not
necessarily unknown to the general popu-
lation are: Jose Cinque-Rivas, Day Vice
President; George Watkins, Student Pro-
gramming Council; Malik Callendar, Com-
munications Counsel; Patrice Kemp, Club
Counsel Vice President; Maritza Griffith,
Corresponding Secretary; and Beatrice
Mills as senator. This group of individuals
bring to the table a great deal of experience
in dealing withstudent issues.
The newest Senators you may not rec-
ognize now by name or face, however, if the
enthusiasm they express are any indication
of the work that they will do during the
course of the school year, they will be a
deeply appreciated addition to Student Gov-
ernment. Introducing: Nadege Jerome, Club
Council President; Jessica Clark; Mannan
Ahmad; Sheif Ali; Mohammed Ismal;
Tamal Mannan; Christopher Pierre;
Matimur Rahman; Tej Pal Singh; and
Yvrose Supplice. With this YSG are the
accomplishments of the past, the concerns
of the present, and the voices of the future.
Although, there are obvious differences in
ideologies within the body, they are consid-
ered checks and balances that ensure that
every angle is explored.
This year's Senators take their positions
very seriously. Rivas stated "My job in stu-
dent government will be to continue to
struggle for student and people's liberation.
My main focus this semester will be to or-
ganize students into concrete actions."
Callendar views himself as the con-
science of YSG. "In the past Student Gov-
ernment has waited too long to voice their
opposition to many things, ie the Goldstein
Report. I see myself as the person who re-
minds YSG of important issues and ensure
that they aren't slow in responding or noti-
fying students of important issues."
Badette said that the Evening Student
population were of a great concern to him.
"I heard many complaints from evening
students that they were uninformed about
what goes on at York, however I noticed
that not many students attend the Evening
Forums," said Badette. "Students were
more concerned with rushing to class. I have
asked that instructors make announcements
during class concerning scheduled forums
and important issues."
President Hudson stated that YSG's
chief goal is to restore power and respect
back to students, by opening avenues where
students can express themselves. Ongoing
workshops will be held to develop students




As a student somewhat knowledgeable
about computers, I am astonished (and a
little apalled) to find that students are not
given access to modern equipment. While
the outside world uses the 486 processor, the
computer lab uses the 8088. Why aren't stu-
dents afforded the opportunity to use the
latest technology'.'
Sincerely,
A Jetson in the Land of Flintstone
Evening Student
Dear Student.
1 did what 1 could in order to get all pos-
sible answers from the director of the Aca-
demic Computing and Educational Technol-
ogy department. Dr. Che-Tsao Huang, and
also from the lab supervisor, Mrs. Nancy
Chow.
The director told me that we have more
than 500 microcomputers reserved exclu-
sively lor academic purposes. He also
pointed out that there are no limits of time
imposed on students to use the lab. He
agreed that there are no 386 or 486 proces-
sors available to students, but he said "The
system is now updated, that's why we have
the possibility to offer Academic Comput-
ing 101."
And moreover. $700,000 have been al-
located to the department in order to com-
plete the network. That's to say, the network
makes up for the cast computers which are
not accessible to students.
Mrs. Chow staled that the budget does
not allow the labs to provide enough fast
computers for every student. But they both
assured me that the needs of every student
come first, and that for now, things will stay





is the Night Owl. If you have a
question he can answer,






Find out how your
money is being spent.
Get involved not robbed
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York Focuses On Academic Advisement
By Renata D. Jablonska
Reporter
An Academic Advisement and Service
Center (ASC) was established on August 19
at York College, in room 1H06. It provides
a new structure in the delivery of services
to students.
The idea of the Center came as a joint
venture that reflects "the new mission" con-
cept, formulated by President Davis, in
which York College becomes a "student-
centered institution." Its main objective is
to bring combined services to students in a
consolidated and structured form that pre-
vents them from being lost in the labyrinth
of offices on the college campus.
"What were the Office of Academic
Standards and the Student Academic Cen-
ter are now combined and housed under one
department," said Dacota Dick, Director of
the Academic Advisement and Service Cen-
ter. "We also volunteer services tradition-
ally offered by the Registrar and the Finan-
cial Aid Office."
According to Mrs. Dick, some of the ser-
vices currently available in the Center are
the distribution of financial aid information
and forms. As of December 1993, booklets
on special scholarship information will be
posted. Materials on fellowships and intern-
ships will be extended through the informa-
tion boards and the student leaflet "Spot-
light."
The Academic Advisement and Service
Center also uses other initiatives in trying
to get information out to students of all lev-
els, in order to educate them about particu-
lar opportunities. "We will host certain
workshops focused on different interest ar-
eas," said Mrs. Dick. "This coming Octo-
ber will be dedicated to non-degree stu-
dents."
Decentralization of services will be pos-
sible through the Center. For example, if the
Registrar's office is closed, students can still
go to ASC and obtain class schedules, bul-
letins and transcripts, etc. Such services are
especially essential for evening students.
Moreover, the Center's schedule (Mon-Thur
from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.; Fri from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.; and Sat from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.) brings
continuity of services to all students in gen-
eral.
During the Fall registration, some stu-
dents were able to get advisement from the
ASC. Special attention was paid to non-de-
gree students, students with undeclared
majors, and to those who were just lost.
The ASC, in cooperation with the Psy-
chology Department, has opened a new pi-
lot program called "Peer Advisement." This
bilateral venture, said Dick, should not be
confused with a mentor program.
"It is simply students helping and advis-
ing" other students," she declared. "Some-
how students can get across to others more
effectively than us administrators."
As for academic program planning, stu-
dents no longer have to wait till the official
Registrar junior check up. They may, at any
time, go to the Center to examine their aca-
demic position, and be helped by a readily
available staff.
Commenting on the fringe benefits that
students may gain from the establishment
of the Academic Advisement and Service
Center, Dick said, "We try to create a place
where all students are welcome and made
to feel at home."
Breast Cancer is Focus in October
By Minerva Parker
Reporter
With October, the designated National
Breast Cancer Awareness Month, fast ap-
proaching, the need for breast cancer aware-
ness is an issue of great concern among
women. Breast cancer is the most common
form of cancer in women. It is a cruel and
unforgiving enemy which most frequently
strikes women between thirty-five and forty
years of age. Despite the significant medi-
cal advances in breast cancer detection and
treatment, there continues to be a major in-
crease in the number of occurrences.
According to some statistics, about 95%
of women with breast cancer discover a
"lump" during breast self-examination. The
fear that "a lump in the breast" means can-
cer causes many women to wait a year or
more before consulting a physician. Pro-
crastination accounts largely for many
deaths; lives which could have been spared
if the women had received immediate medi-
cal attention.
Early detection offers a woman with
breast cancer the best hope of survival. It is
with the aim to encourage women to have
regular visits with their doctors that the
American Cancer Society, in conjunction
with other Cancer Awareness Organiza-
tions, has designated October as National
Breast Cancer Awareness Month.
On Saturday, October 9th, Little Neck
Community Hospital, the newest affiliate of
"Preferred Network, Inc., will host a free
'Health Fair by Physicians and Nursing
Education Staff. There will be pamphlets,
videos and other educational materials on
the subject of breast cancer. Low cost
mammograms will be scheduled on that day
and vouchers will be given. "We want to
know how we can better serve our commu-
nity," said Karen Palevsky, Director of
Community Relations at the hospital. "And
this health fair will be a perfect opportunity
to do this." For further information, contact
Ms. Palevsky at (718) 428-3000 ext.727.
Also, every Saturday in October, be-
tween 9 a.m. and 2 p.m., Mary Immaculate
Hospital provides free "Health Screenings."
You may contact Ms. Richenberger at (718)
291-3300 for more information.
On October 14th and 28th, and Novem-
ber 16th and 30th, Long Island Jewish Hos-
pital will offer free "Breast Screenings."
Booklets and other educational materials
will be available at no cost. Mammograms
can also be scheduled at these meetings. For
further information contact the Long Island
Jewish Hospital Comprehensive Breast
Center at 1-800-371-7111.
York Declared Asbestos Free
By Minerva Parker
Reporter
Over the last several weeks, news of as-
bestos contamination in city public schools
has been of major concern. York College
has certainly had its share of this problem.
Ever since the Academic Core Building was
opened in 1986, persistent roof leaks have
been common occurrences. While inspect-
ing the roof last spring, workers discovered
that the "base flashing," (the roofing felt
strip) which protects the area where the roof
meets the wall, contained asbestos.
In April 1993, Pandora's Box reported
on the work being done to remove the as-
bestos and repair the roof. Now that the Fall
semester has begun, it is important to bring
the York College Community up to date on
the work done so far.
"The asbestos cleanup portion was com-
pleted on June 30, 1993," said Mr. George
Targownik, Director of Campus Planning
and Operations. "And 70% of the roof has
been repaired."
Construction of the Academic Core
building was completed in 1985, yet, asbes-
tos was used despite the 1979 law which
prohibits its usage. Targownik explained
that the a provision labeled the "Grandfa-
ther Clause," allowed construction compa-
nies to continue to legally use
asbestosmaterials until their supplies were
depleted.
In addition, the building was not con-
structed by one large contracting firm, but
was built by about fifty, small contractors -
- members of the "Set Aside Program,"
which was formed to help minority busi-
nesses.
"With so many contractors working,"
said Targownik. "It's not surprising that
there were a few problems."
However, he wants all concerned to
know that every precaution was taken to
ensure the safety and well-being of all the
occupants of the building during the asbes-
tos removal. He also stated that very few
complaints of nausea or headaches were
reported. The same precautionary measures
are being followed as the roof repair work
continues under his direction.
Once the work on the roof is finished, the
badly discolored ceiling tiles in the library
will be replaced and the plastic covering will
be removed from the bookshelves. Other
affected areas on the third and fourth floors
will be restored as well.
Kemron Environmental Services, a cer-
tified environmental testing firm, inspected
and monitored the air quality during the
entire asbestos removal phase. Hazardous
Elimination Corp., a certified asbestos re-
moval firm, disposed of all contaminated
materials.
At present, Walsh Construction Co., the
managing entity of this operation, is work-
ing in conjunction with Mr. Targownik and
the L. Martone & Sons Inc., a roofing and
sheet metal firm, to complete the roof as
soon as possible. The Dormitory Authority
of the State of New York (the owner of the
building) allocated $500,000 for the roof
repairs.
-Club Scene-
Accounting Society Reopens Doors
By Roy Hamilton
Reporter
The Accounting Society of York College
is not a new club, yet many students have
never heard of it. The club, formed in the
late 1980's, dwindled to near extinction due
to a lack of membership. Now with new
leadership and a vibrant membership, the
Accounting Society has been revitalized.
"We will attempt to let the college com-
munity become more aware of the club,"
said Marcus Rogers, the club's newly
elected president.
Rogers, a graduating senior, was a mem-
ber of the club during his four years at York.
Experience, he said, has taught him alot
about the psychology of the club's member-
ship.
"Because 1 was a member of the club,"
said Rogers. "I know what to expect from
the members."
The new Accounting Society has a mis-
sion which it hopes to accomplish in the
1993-94 academic year.
"Its main objective is to inform students
of the many opportunities in the accounting
profession," said Rogers. "We are also striv-
ing to improve the school's reputation
through accounting and business contacts."
Rogers plans on executing this objective
by hosting interesting and informative func-
tions throughout the academic year. One of
the events being presented is a mixer on
September 28 at 6pm in the Faculty Dining
Room. Some of the corporations expected
to be present are Price Water House, the
Internal Revenue Service, and Chemical
Bank to name a few.
The club also plans to direct its attention
toward first-year accounting students. It will
provide support groups, tutoring, and infor-
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New Vice President Proposes New Four-C's Agenda For York
By Shriti Sinha
Reporter
Building Coherence, Collaboration, Co-
hesion and Connection within the Academy
are the four C's on the agenda of the new
Vice President for Academic Affairs, Dr.
Joseph Martin Stevenson. These are the
building blocks on which Dr. Stevenson
wants to base his future plans for York Col-
lege.
Joining York this semester, and replac-
ing the Acting Vice President for Academic
Affairs - Carlos Molina, Stevenson hopes
to renew the Liberal Arts undergraduate
experience and cultivate systemic leadership
for better collaboration between business,
industry, government, education and other
learning communities on the basis of the
four C's.
The four C's can be elaborated on to
mean building Coherence in the curriculum,
Collaboration between internal and external
publics, creating Cohesion and
interconnectedness of all populations that
relate to the mission of the college and
building Connection by making certain that
all programs are connected to the superior-
ity of the College's mission.
Prior to joining York College, Stevenson
served as the Superintendent of Public
Schools in Pleasantville, NJ for two years.
As superintendent, he was responsible for
four elementary schools and one high
school.
At York, Stevenson wants to work for
facilitating faculty renewaland development
and fostering an academic climate that is
conducive to the teaching and learning pro-
cess. He plans to practice sound resource
management and create a campus which is
a microcosm of the greater society.
Stevenson was selected as a finalist by
the Search Committee after a national search
to fill the position of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs. He comes to York with
impressive credentials in teaching and man-
agement, after having spent 18 years in this
field in California, Tennessee, Oregon and
New Jersey, where he has worked as a se-
nior administrator in various capacities.
A native of Nashville, Tennessee,
Stevenson holds a Bachelor and a Master of
Arts degree in Psychology and Government
from the California State University. He has
two more Master of Arts degrees from the
same university - in Educational Adminis-
tration, with an emphasis on higher educa-
tion, and in Social Science Education.
In addition, Stevenson also has a Master
of Science degree in Curriculum and In-
structional Leadership and a doctorate in
Educational Policy and Management from
the University of Oregon. Stevenson was the
first and only African male to graduate with
a Ph.D in Educational Policy and Manage-
ment from that university.
"I hope that with my background in both
Student and AcademicAffairs," says
Stevenson. "I will be able to promote a sort
of two-dimensional leadership process for
the Office of Academic Affairs - to focus
on faculty development to insure instruc-
tional quality, and, in addition, to promote
student-centeredness in all the initiatives
that come out of this office."
Enthusiastic about his appointment,
Stevenson said, "I think it is very challeng-
ing and will allow me to utilize my skills in
consensus building and conflict resolution."
Vice-President Stevenson is ready to put his expertise to work.
Working for the first time in the Big
Apple has not fazed him a bit. "I find New
York City both electric and exciting," said
Stevenson. "And I am particularly chal-
lenged by the area of Jamaica. I think it has
enormous opportunities and hopefully the
College and the Jamaica community can
serve as a model for other urban centers
throughout the country."
Actively supporting the present initiative
at York to infuse its curriculum with stud-
ies of diverse cultures, Stevenson said, "I
think academic enterprise ought to embrace
areas of diversity that enhance the intellec-
tual and cultural diversity of the student
body."
Having earned four Masters degrees and
a Ph.D, Stevenson is a teacher, a researcher,
an author, a consultant and an innovative
leader and encourages students to try differ-
ent things.
"I want students not only to take courses
that enhance their majors,their careers, and
aspirations," said Stevenson, "but also to
take some courses that may frequently make
them uncomfortable. Students who are
highly interested in technical areas ought to
really look at the Liberal Arts area - Hu-
manities, History, Philosophy - because
these are the areas that promote critical
thinking skills that all students will need in
order to be successful in the 21 st century. It
will also contribute to the wholeness of the
academic experience."
York Gets First Taste Of New Peace Officers On Campus
By Claudel Trajan
Reporter
Over the past summer, York College
began implementation of new security mea-
sures by introducing ten new security offic-
ers to the campus.
Easily distinguishable by their white
shirts, as opposed to the blue shirts worn by
our regular guards, these new officers are
designated "Level Three" which means that
they are authorized to make arrests of any-
one violating the New York State Penal
Code. They are the only security officers on
campus with such authority.
These officers are former police and cor-
rection officers who completed two months
training at John Jay college prior to their
employment at York.
"This is part of an overall plan to even-
tually have every security officer working
directly for the college and not for an out-
side contractor, as was always the case,"
said Winston Burrows, Director of Campus
Security.
On average, the college has four Level
Three officers on the premises when classes
are in session, in addition to the guards in
the blue uniforms. The guards are visibly
posted at every entrance. According to the
Annual Crime Report brochure, at least one
security officer is assigned to control access
into and out of each campus building; some
buildings also have a patrol officer assigned.
Bell Security Inc., a private security
agency, has been providing security at the
college for the past six years. However, its
contract with York College will expire at the
beginning of next year. The guards, now
employed by Bell Security, will then be
asked to submit new applications for em-
ployment consideration.
There is a growing uneasiness among the
guards regarding the security of their jobs,
especially after two guards were demoted
as a consequence of the arrival of the Level
Three officers.
"They are ex-cops and ex-correction of-
ficers with more experience in dealing with
crimes. They applied for the positions and
they were hired," said a demoted guard on
condition of anonymity. "We are not bitter
about it. Things like this happen all the time
in all organizations." In addition to being
demoted, they also received a salary cut.
York students quickly noted the presence
of the Level Three officers. Consequently,
they have revived the rumor that the new
officers will be permitted to carry firearms.
"I. have addressed this many times," said
Burrows. "T understand it tobe a major is-
sue with the students, but I am saying this
one more time: the officers will not carry
any firearm."
All arrests made by them are then pro-
cessed by a New York City Police Officer,
with the guard or other member of the col-
lege community acting as the complainant,
as stated in the Security and Public Safety
brochure.
Many believed that the new security
guards were in response to the outbreak of
car thefts in York's parking lots.
"The presence of the Level Three offic-
ers are not contingent on the two reported
missing cars," said Burrows.
Agreeing with Burrows, William Joseph,
Assistant Director of York's Public Safety
and Security Office, further explained the
situation.
"The decision to have trained officers on
campus is not a result of any particular in-
cidents that occurred at the college," said
Joseph. "The security office is working to
prevent and eliminate any crimes in all ma-
jor categories."
New security measures are already in
effect to prevent any reoccurrence of such
incidents. The parking fields now have one
more security officer in addition to the guard
at the gate. Periodically, a Level Three of-
ficer patrols both parking fields in a marked
vehicle. Furthermore, there are other mea-
sures still to be enacted.
"Each student entering the parking lots
will have to show a validated York ID along
with the registration of the vehicle when
exiting the lot," said Burrows. "This system
will require some extra time to get access
in and out of the lots, but I believe it's worth
it."
Since all members of the college com-
munity park their cars at their "own risk,"
as written in the brochure handed out to all
who request a parking permit, the college
isn't liable for any damaged or stolen car.
The brochure on Security and Safety is
readily available to anyone upon request at
the Security Office and in the college li-
brary.
Although the students are concerned
about the security of their cars and other
valuables, an informal survey indicates that
they are more, concerned with their own
personal safety.
"It is very dangerous to walk to any bus
stop after 8pm. There is hardly any security
officer in sight and corners are not well lit,"
said Nicola Holder, a psychology major.
In fact, the majority of incidents did not
occur inside the college buildings, but
around its immediate perimeter. Regretta-
bly, most of them were not reported to se-
curity.
The Level Three officers are expected to
reduce considerably thenumber of criminal
incidents at the college.
"Their professionalism is obvious," said
Holder. "I believe that they will do a good
job safeguarding everyone and protecting
the college property."
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Dear Editor:
Questions have arisen involving the
Resolution on Academic Program Planning
adopted by the Board of Trustees on June
28, 1993. As we begin the 1993-94 aca-
demic year, it might be helpful to review this
significant new Board policy.
The Trustee vote was the culmination of
an eighteen-month discussion of the single
most important challenge currently facing
the University: how to maintain our twin
goals of access and excellence in a time of
severely constrained resources. This discus-
sion represented CUNY at its best: with the
leadership of the college presidents and
chief academic officers, governance bodies
at the colleges were active, as they were at
the University level; large numbers of fac-
ulty, student and administrative leaders par-
ticipated; debate on the issues was vigorous.
After all perspectives were considered, the
policy resolution that we had collectively
shaped won unanimous support from the
Board, including endorsements from both
faculty and student representatives. In re-
cent weeks, however, questions continue to
arise about the actual meaning of the Reso-
lution, as well as about the intentions of the
University administration in implementing
it.
Since some of you may not yet have seen
the final text of the Board Resolution, let me
begin by providing a brief summary of the
new policy. The Resolution contains five
broad themes:
* It calls upon every CUNY college to
undertake long range strategic planning and
charges the University administration to
work with the colleges in the activity to en-
hance University-wide coordination of our
development;
* It points toward greater integration of
the University system through inter-colle-
giate programs, University-wide planning
within disciplines and professional fields,
and strengthened articulation between com-
munity and senior colleges;
* It provides for professional reviews of
our programs on a regular basis to assure
the maintenance of academic quality, and
also calls for certification reviews, as
needed;
* It charges the Chancellor to integrate
processes for resource allocation at the Uni-
versity level with college-based academic
planning activities; and
* It asks for studies of specific subjects,
including the credits required for under-
graduate degrees, the status of our doctoral
programs, and our work in English as a Sec-
ond Language (ESL) and remedial educa-
tion.
The resolution reflects the nature of
CUNY as a decentralized but integrated
system of colleges with deeply rooted tra-
ditions of governance at both the campus
and University levels. The resolution
stresses that planning of academic programs
is chiefly the responsibility of the individual
colleges, led by the presidents, and that
changes in our curricula should arise from
recommendations of campus governance.
Clearly, the best academic planning is based
upon the talents and energies of faculty, stu-
dents, and administrators working together
in local settings. Expressed concerns that
the resolution provides a means through
which the University administration will
impose decisions about academic programs
on individual campuses are unfounded.
The resolution also makes clear the
Board's intent that all new University-wide
policies developed through the Academic
Program Planning process be based upon
wide consultation with University gover-
nance bodies. This applies, for example, to
the new systems for reviewing academic
programs, which must be formally consid-
ered by the Board Committee on Academic
Policy, Program and Research and by the
full Board before being implemented. The
resolution's provisions for new efforts of
collaboration also stress the importance of
consultation and governance review.
The resolution represents the Board's
effort to address the most urgent challenges
that CUNY currently faces. These difficul-
ties arise from the fact that the city, the state,
and the nation are experiencing major eco-
nomic problems at a time of dramatic de-
mographic change. Across the country, in-
stitutions of higher education are seeking
ways—including academic planning—to ac-
complish more with diminished resources.
Between 1990-91 and today, tax levy
funds for CUNY declined by over $200
million. As a result of these reductions, the
University has been forced to scale back its
full-time faculty and staff by 17 percent at
the senior colleges and almost 10 percent at
the community colleges. Over the same
period, tuition has grown, forcing students
to shoulder an increasing share of the cost
of their education while the number of
courses available to them has decreased. As
students have sought seats in fewer and
fewer courses, class sizes have grown to
their highest levels in years.
The City University has not been alone
in its experience of reduced public funding
and staff losses. The State University of
New York and public funding for private
sector colleges have received severe reduc-
tions, as well. Indeed, New York State as a
whole continues to be in a period official
"We must proceed with the vitally
important measures incorporated in
the Resolution on Academic
Program Planning..."
austerity. From 1989-90 to 1993-94 will
yield a total workforce reduction of 29,500-
-a decrease of almost 16%.
Spurred in part by the severe regional
recessions—and despite rising costs and
waiting lists for certain courses and pro-
grams-CUNY enrollment has continued to
grow. Moreover, as New York City has
experienced a new wave of immigration, our
student numbers have increased from
188,000 in 1988 to over 203,000 in 1992
and are projected to rise to 209,000 by 1993.
By the turn of the century, the total enroll-
ment is expected to approach a quarter of a
million. The conjunction of expanding en-
rollment and declining support has meant
fewer dollars to support each student. To
maintain programs, the colleges have relied
increasingly on part-time faculty; in 1992-
93 nearly half of all undergraduate courses
were offered by adjuncts. A major compo-
nent of the University's new budget request
is an initiative for the conversion of adjunct
funding into full-time lines.
Our challenge, then, is twofold. First,
how do we meet the demands that will be
placed on the University by our projected
enrollment under such difficult financial
conditions? Equally important, how do we
ensure that every academic program meets
a standard of quality that permits the Uni-
versity community to continue to feel pride
in the excellent education CUNY offers to
all New Yorkers?
Our top priority continues to be to fight
hard enlarge the overall budget. At the same
time, we will serve our students best by
making the most effective use of existing
resources. This is why University-wide aca-
demic program planning is so important.
Intensified academic planning, building on
existing campus academic planning, and its
HThe Committee's report...was
intended as a stimulus and database
for campus deliberation not as a set
of finished recommendations of
university policy".,.
integration with resource allocation will as-
sure the wisest possible use of resources.
Greater collaboration will help our students
take advantage the capabilities of the total
system. The strengthened system of pro-
gram reviews will help maintain academic
quality and provide continuing evidence of
our need for adequate resources.
Our planning fully anticipates robust
enrollment growth over the next decade,.
The 1992 Master Plan of The City Univer-
sity of New York, adopted by the Board of
Trustees, projects increased student enroll-
ment by the year 2000 to a total of 246,000
(from the current level of 203,000). In or-
der to document student needs fully, the
University has initiated a study of "The Stu-
dent of The Year 2000," and extensive re-
search and community outreach is under
way. It can be said at the outset that CUNY
and its constituent colleges must be prepared
to serve new infusions of student talent, es-
pecially given recent enrollment trends and
anticipated increases in the college-going
population. Those who contemplate
downsizing or consolidating CUNY are,
therefore, completely ignoring realistic stu-
dent enrollment projections. As we work
to deploy existing resources adequately to
educate our students, we will further
strengthen our ability to secure sufficient
resources for all of our colleges.
Current Status of the Report of the
Chancellor's Advisory Committee on Aca-
demic Program Planning
The function of the Chancellor's Advi-
sory Committee was "to examine programs
and activities relating to effective academic
planning." The Committee's Report, issued
in December 1992, was intended as a stimu-
lus and database for campus deliberation,
not as a set of finished recommendations or
University policy. Now that the colleges
have submitted their responses to the Report
and the Board has acted, the Report itself
has served the purpose for which it was in-
tended.
In passing the Resolution on Academic
Program Planning, the Trustees made it
clear that discussions of specific academic
programs will initially be framed by the
planning statements submitted this past
spring by the college presidents, not the ear-
lier recommendations of the Advisory Com-
mittee Report, which served to remand is-
sues to campuses for review. This principle
informed the letters sent in July by Vice
Chancellor Freeland to each of the colleges
regarding their plans. Where a meritorious
case was put forth by a campus, Dr.
Freeland's letter supported campus recom-
mendations that differed from those of the
Advisory Committee Report. The letters
also accept college-identified priorities as
the basis for future planning.
The Link between Academic Program Plan-
ning and the Budget
The Board Resolution recognizes that the
goal of strengthening academic programs
cannot be achieved unless responsible pro-
gram planning at the colleges is reflected in
the University's decisions about resource
allocation. From my perspective as Chan-
cellor, achieving a strong link between our
decisions about budget and campus-based
academic planning is one of the most im-
portant things we can do to enhance the
quality of our programs.
For such a system to work with maxi-
mum effectiveness, two things are needed.
First, each college must have in place a
strong academic planning process. There
has been considerable variation among the
campuses in this respect in recent years.
Some colleges have in place outstanding
planning processes, and here the intention
of Academic Program Planning had been to
create a vehicle through which campus plans
could be expressed at the University level
and integrated into a comprehensive picture
of University needs. Other colleges have
done less with respect to planning, and here
the goal has been to promote the establish-
ment of well-articulated, governance-based
planning processes.
At the University level, we must make
sure that the process for assessing campus
plans is carefully formulated through broad
consultation and is well understood by all
participants. This process will provide an
opportunity for reasoned interaction be-
tween the colleges and the University ad-
ministration, and it will be based on close
working relationships between the
University's Office of Academic Affairs
and Office of Budget, Finance, and Infor-
mation Systems. We expect to accomplish
these initial steps during this fiscal year.
The June 24th meeting, described in the
memo written by former staff member Dr.
Susan Cole, represented a preliminary dis-
cussion of what needed to be done to inte-
grate academic planning and budgeting in
the Chancellor's office. The memo was a
telescoped reminder to the participants at the
meeting of the outcomes of discussions.
There have also been questions about the
categories for the senior colleges included
in the memo. The discussion at the meet-
ing recognized that the various CUNY col-
leges were at different stages in responding
to the Report of the Chancellor's Advisory
Committee. The categories represented
shorthand, preliminary assessments of the
work completed as of that date.
We must proceed with the vitally impor-
tant measures incorporated in the Resolu-
tion on Academic Program Planning on the
basis of a fair and open process consistent
with the commitments to college and Uni-
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versity governance contained in the resolu-
tion itself. In this spirit, I am suggesting a
number of immediate steps in order to move
the process ahead.
Sharing Budgetary Information: Bud-
get allocations are a complex set of pro-
cesses that can be better understood and rep-
resented in the face detailed information.
All allocations and expenditures are re-
ported monthly to the Board of Trustees
Committee on Fiscal Affairs. A faculty, stu-
dent, and Council Presidents' representative
serve on this Committee. In addition, we
have consistently met with representatives
of all University communities and provided
data and explanations of college budgets and
University allocations. For example, we
have recently responded to a request of
Trustee Picken to schedule a meeting be-
tween Vice Chancellor Roth bard and mem-
bers of a University Faculty Senate Advi-
sory Committee. The Presidents have indi-
cated that they wish to have budget brief-
ings on their campus by Vice Chancellor
Rothbard and his staff during the fall semes-
ter.
Establishing a Consultative Process:
Some concern has been expressed that we
intend to move ahead too quickly to imple-
ment the provisions of the resolution, in
particular those calling for the establishment
of guidelines for the periodic review of all
academic programs and the certification re-
view of a small number of programs. There
is no intention of rushing these steps. In-
deed, the resolution calls for wide consul-
tation in the development of guidelines for
these reviews before bringing anything to
the Board. 1 remain hopeful that we can
make progress in designing both sets of
guidelines during the current academic year.
Interpreting the Role of the Faculty in
Certification Reviews: The resolution on
Academic Program Planning makes it clear
that certification reviews will be conducted
by the colleges and that the University ad-
ministration will become involved only af-
ter a college makes a recommendation. It
has always been our practice and that of the
Trustees, to take fully into account the ac-
tions of campus governance bodies on mat-
ters of academic programs.
Vice Chancellor's Advisory Commit-
tee: Many decisions need to be made as we
proceed to implement the Resolution on
Academic Program Planning. For example,
we must establish mechanisms to draft the
guidelines for academic program reviews
and certification reviews, to determine the
timing of these developments, and to pro-
mote University-wide collaboration within
disciplinary groups. Vice Chancellor
Freeland plans to establish a special Advi-
sory Committee, which will include admin-
istrative, faculty, and student representation,
to work with him to design an implementa-
tion plan covering all aspects of the resolu-
tion. The Office of Academic Affairs will
work closely with this group as it carries out
its responsibilities under the Board's reso-
lution.
Ultimately, we envision a University sys-
tem whose whole is indeed greater than the
sum of its parts; a University that builds
upon local educational leadership and that
supports greater partnerships between de-
partments, disciplines, and colleges—in or-
der to assure that the transmittal and creation
of knowledge is enhanced for the benefit of
our students. The people of New York City
and New York State have so much to gain
from a University that continues to adapt to
changes in the international marketplace of
ideas and careers, where technologies are
evolving so rapidly and competition is so
prevalent.
Support from all of you is greatly needed
as we endeavor to further strengthen our in-
dividual and collective efforts. CUNY will,
in the final analysis, emerge stronger, ready




Board of Trustees Resolves
POLICY ON ACADEMIC PROGRAM
PLANNING:
WHEREAS, between 1989 and 1993 de-
clining resources and rising enrollments at
all the colleges and schools of The City
University of New York have placed severe
pressures on academic programs; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Trustees, the
Chancellor, the presidents, faculty, students,
alumni and other groups have made vigor-
ous efforts to persuade the State and the City
to increase funding and are committed to
continuing these activities as a top priority;
and
WHEREAS, the colleges have worked dili-
gently since 1989 to maintain their offerings
in adverse circumstances, in many cases
undertaking demanding efforts of planning
and program review to guide budgeting; and
WHEREAS, in 1991, the Board of Trust-
ees sought a University-wide analysis of
academic programs in relation to current
student needs and of the University's poten-
tial to serve students better by expanding
inter-college collaboration; and
WHEREAS, in March, 1992 the Chancel-
lor established an Advisory Committee on
Academic Program Planning, and in De-
cember, 1992 the Committee issued a report
containing recommendations for consider-
ation by the colleges; and
WHEREAS, the Chancellor asked each col-
lege to respond to the Committee's report
in accordance with local governance proce-
dures and also asked the University Faculty
Senate and University Student Senate to
consider the report;and
WHEREAS, all the colleges as well as the
University Faculty Senate and University
Student Senate have submitted responses
that contain, in varying degrees, useful pro-
posals and initiatives and taken together
constitute an important step in the continu-
ing planning effort;and
WHEREAS, the Board expresses its grati-
tude for the initiation of this process to the
Board Committees on Fiscal Affairs and
Academic Policy, Program and Research
and also extends its deep appreciation to the
Advisory Committee, the presidents of the
colleges, the college faculty and students,
the University Faculty Senate, the Univer-
sity Student Senateand other interested par-
ties for their participation in academic pro-
gram planning; and
WHEREAS, the Board acknowledges that
the next phase of academic planning will
substantially depend upon campus initia-
tives within established governance proce-
dures and subject to the guidelines and poli-
cies of the Board; now therefore be it
RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees
endorses the continuation, and where
needed, initiation or intensification, of cam-
pus-based planning, program review and
program development activities and
charges the Office of Academic Affairs to
assist the colleges to achieve the goals of
these processes. The Chancellor shall pro-
vide annual reports on the status and out-
comes of campus-based planning and un-
dertake additional reviews of academic pro-
gram areas as appropriate; and be it further
RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees
affirms the importance inter-college col-
laboration in offering academic programs
and calls upon the colleges, using estab-
lished appropriate governance mechanisms,
to pursue such arrangements as education-
ally appropriate through such means as
jointly designed and offered programs,
shared program resources, joint appoint-
ments of faculty, college-to-college articu-
lation agreements, and coordinated course
schedules; and be it further
RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees
urges the faculties of the University to work
together within disciplinary, interdiscipli-
nary and professional groupings to identify
ways in which each field can be strength-
ened across the University in areas such as
curriculum, program development, faculty
hiring and mentoring, and faculty develop-
ment; and be it further
RESOLVED, That within the context of
academic program planning, the Board re-
affirms the importance of strong and effec-
tive University-wide policies and procedures
on articulation to insure the maximum trans-
fer of credits for students while maintain-
ing academic standards and academic integ-
rity; and be it further
RESOLVED, That all academic programs
be subject to a formal, periodic review pro-
cedure, including both self-study and exter-
nal assessment, to be conducted in accor-
dance with guidelines for academic program
reviewto be established by the Chancellor
after consultation with appropriate groups
and governance bodies and with the ap-
proval of the Committee on Academic
Policy, Program and Research and the Board
of Trustees. The Chancellor shall report
regularly to the Committee on Academic
Policy, Program and Research regarding
these reviews; and be it further
RESOLVED, That all academic programs
failing, to meet guidelines for certification
review that identify adequate levels of ac-
tivity and resources be subject to a program
certification review process through which
such programs shall be reviewed by cam-
pus bodies responsible for curriculum. Pro-
grams subject to certification review that are
endorsed for continuation at the campus
level shall be considered for approval by the
Committee on Academic Policy, Program
and Research. Programs that fail to receive
the approval of appropriate college authori-
ties and the Board Committee shall be dis-
continued and decertified. After consultation
with appropriate groups and governance
bodies and with the approval of the Com-
mittee on Academic Policy, Program and
Research and the Board of Trustees, the
Chancellor shall issue guidelines for certi-
fication review that provide the basis for
designating programs to be subject to certi-
fication review and for the certification re-
view process; and be it further
RESOLVED, That the colleges and schools
shall regularly review their bulletins and
related publications to insure that all listed
programs and courses are actually available
to students with reasonable frequency and
according to the terms indicated, and shall
inform the Chancellor of the results of these
reviews; and be it further
RESOLVED, That the Chancellor under-
take a review, including comparisons with
other universities, of the number of credits
required for completion of the University's
bachelors and associate degree programs
beyond the number necessary for registra-
tion or accreditation and report her conclu-
sions to the Board by the end of the next
academic year; and be it further
RESOLVED, That the Chancellor coordi-
nate the academic program and budget plan-
ning and implementation processes of the
University to further the plans developed by
the colleges and the goals and objectives set
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Multiethnic Cast Will Elektra-fyTheater Fans In October
By Karen Christina Jones
Reporter
The 1993-94 theater season at York Col-
lege opens with the production of
Sophokles' Elektra on October 22 in the
Little Theatre of the Performing Arts Build-
ing. The play, born from the literature of
the ancient Greeks, is about a woman's
quest for vengeance of her father's murder.
"It is the story of the House of Atrus and
cleansing of the crimes which have come
down from generation to generation," said
Director Barbara Nickolich. "It is about the
coming of Orestes to avenge his father's
death."
Agamemnon, Elektra's father, is the
hero of the Trojan War. To ensure a vic-
tory for the Greeks, Agamemnon sacrifices
his daughter to the gods. Klytemnestra,
Agamemnon's wife, kills her husband to
avenge her daughter's death. Elektra and
her sister Orestes then plot against the life
of their mother to avenge their father's mur-
der.
"Elektra is like other women in history
and drama who take great stands for causes,"
said Nickolich. "She is like Joan of Arc. She
never lets go of a cause."
The cast is filled with the past, present,
and future talent of York College. Dr.
Nickolich purposely sought out actors who
represent diverse ethnic backgrounds. They
are Grace Bazile, Liz Jackson, Karen Jones,
Gregory Larkin, Donna Lederer, Seneca
Lovelace, Matthew Sarcowitz, Kim Sterritt,
and Daisuke Uchyana.
"These students are a wonderful cast,"
said Nickolich. "They arc committed and
capable."
Henrietta Michaelson-Bagley, the na-
tionally recognized artist, has returned to
demonstrate her innovative style as the
production's set designer. Mrs. Bagley plans
to utilize everyday figures to present a feel-
ing of the street.
"I wanted to use something that would
express a bigger point of view of our mod-
ern life," said Bagley. "I want to express the
reparations that exist in any street in any
town."
The scheduled dates for the play are Fri-
day, October 22 at 4pm; Saturday, October
23 at 8pm; Sunday, October 24 at 3pm and
8pm; and Tuesday, October 26 at 12 noon.
For The Love Of My Friend: Chapter One
By G. A. Watkins
Feature Editor
I
The Spring semester of 1992 was what
Michael Hardbranch considered to be a
"smooth season." Smooth because he found
all the courses he was taking to be ex-
tremely interesting; and thus worked his
way through them with confidence and
ease. While some tested his curiosity into
human nature, others dared his intellect,
leaving in Michael's mind a challenge to
create a sense of balance between the two.
Michael was an aesthete. A third-year
Creative Writing major at Yorkshire Uni-
versity in New York, he was zealously dedi-
cated to reviving and promoting the aes-
theticism of the unsung literary giants of his
beloved Guyana. During his first year in
high school, in Georgetown, Guyana, he
had read E. R. Braithwaite's novel, To Sir
With Love, and Edgar Metleholzer's My
Bones and My Flute. The richness and
scope of these works had awakened in him
the awareness of a beautiful and vibrant
Guyanese literature.
But in the late nineteen seventies,
Michael had realized that the advent of in-
dependence from British colonialism
brought with it a new literary movement.
Bipartisan politics had created two
differentnationalist ideologies, one pro-
capitalist and the other pro-socialist.
Guyanese writers no longer wrote for the
love of literature; one way or the other, they
had to quickly adhere to strict political party
lines in their writings in order to feed them-
selves and families. What Michael had seen
also, as a result of that new movement, was
that literature, from a Guyanese perspective,
had become a far departure from the luxury
of cultural security.
But that perception would change as the
nineties got underway and massive migra-
tion to New York and the other big cities
brought economic prosperity to their
Guyanese communities. Young Guyanese
immigrants, like Michael himself, and many
of their offsprings abounded in the univer-
sities and colleges throughout the metropo-
lises. And this Michael had seen as the per-
fect opportunity to create a literary move-
ment dedicated to reviving that beautiful lit-
erature with which he had fallen terminally
in love - and had ever since been writing -
during his first high school days. As a mat-
ter of fact, literature proved to be Michael's
love and life when, in 1990, he won a full
scholarship to Yorkshire University as the
literary prize from the "Tri-County Literary
Guild of Guyana" for his first book of po-
ems El Dorado Is Now Found.
Michael's life as a student of Yorkshire
was quiet and simple.
When he was not on campus studying,
Michael was tucked away in hismodest
apartment in the secluded upper Flatbush
section of Brooklyn, weaving some imagi-
nary tale, set in the lush countryside of his
native Demerara county. As for his associa-
tion with other students, he would dine with
a female classmate every now and then, and
that was it. He had never established any
serious relationship.
One Wednesday morning, in the middle
of the spring semester, Michael walked into
the bustling Computer Center at Yorkshire
to work on a writing assignment due that
same day. The sounds of humming comput-
ers and drawling printers filled the room.
Michael sat before an IBM PS/2 and
switched it on. The gadget beeped a few
times and the screen came alit like a mo-
tionless sky that seemed to hug the earth at
the horizon. Oblivious of the rest of the
world, he went straight to work on his pa-
per.
After rewriting the paper for the fifth
time, Michael still thought it needed rework-
ing some more. So he tore the copy from
the printer, flipped the cover off his red-ink
pen, and began, as he liked to say, "tearing"
the work apart. The pen cover fell to the
floor and rolled to a stop under the chair on
which sat a female student two rows behind
him.
II
The female student was Sylvia Brown, a
dark-skinned Jamaican in her late twenties,
whose features appeared more exaggerated
than defined. Most Caribbean folks who are
familiar with the calypso of the 1970s would
unmistakably conclude, upon knowing
Sylvia for less than-a day, that she was the
inspiration of the popular song Ask Sylvia.
It says that anything you want to know,
whether the farmer in the remotest country-
side beat his woman last night, or the Prime
Minister of Trinidad and Tobago took too
long a crap this morning, "ask Sylvia."
It was no little surprise therefore, that
Sylvia Brown had not seen Michael's pen
cover that fell and came to rest right beside
her feet. Of course she had seen Michael
himself, when he came into the computer
center earlier that morning. She had quietly
confessed to herself that he was quite good
looking, and had been strongly tempted to
share her confession with her friend who
was sitting right next to her.
That friend was joy Fretterson. She too
had seen the handsome young man enter the
Center. His face, she had thought, looked
familiar, and had kept observing him. So Joy
had seen when his pen cover fell.
As most women do in the presence of a
good looking man to whom they are at-
tracted, Sylvia glanced at her friend to see
if she too was admiring Michael. And she
was right.
"Ah who yuh a look pon so?" Sylvia
asked.
Joy turned to her, almost prepared to tell
Sylvia the truth, but could not find the right
words. "Oh," she finally said, "that brother
over there dropped his pen cover."
"And weh it gan?"
"It's right by your feet." Then, apparently
on second thought, Joy leaned over and
whispered something in her friend's ear.
Sylvia, smiling from ear to ear, picked
up the cover and rose from her seat.
Ill
Michael, who was still editing his paper,
had not seen Sylvia approach him.
"Excuse me," Sylvia murmured, afraid
he might get angry with her for interrupt-
ing his work.
But Michael did not hear her.
She remained standing behind him,
watching with intense curiosity as every
stroke of his hand left streams of red marks
Continued on page 11.
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Comedy Takes A Freaky Step Forward With New Film
ByShariffA.AH
Entertainment Editor
Comedy has always been broad and open
to numerous interpretations. Whether it's
physical humor, stand-up or slapstick, com-
edy has always been open to change and
growth. Such is the case with the surrealis-
tic comedy Freaked, starring Alex Winter
and Randy Quaid.
. Winter, who also co-directs and co-
writes the screenplay with longtime friend
and collaborator Tom Stern, brings his un-
canny humor, well known from the MTV
cult show The Idiot Box, to the world of
Freaked.
Winter stars as hot shot teen idol Ricky
Coogin, who accepts a five million dollar
offer to be the new spokesman for the EES
(Everything Except Shoes) Corporation.
Asked to promote the company's new
wonder fertilizer Zygrot-24, Ricky and his
friend Ernie (Michael Stoyanov of TV's
Blossom), travel to South American to be-
gin their tour. The duo meets up with the
feminist/activist Julie (Megan Ward) and
begin their journey to the EES factory but
are detoured to the freak show of proprietor
Elijah C. Skuggs (Quaid).
Skuggs traps the three travelers and
transforms them into bizarre monstrosities
for his amusement. This sets the stage for
Skuggs hidden agenda and Ricky's act of
heroism.
For the first half-hour, Freaked seems to
be a carbon copy of the 1991 mega-bomb
Nothing But Trouble. Fortunately, Freaked
has an added plus to it's story in it's treat-
ment of the unusual characters who appear
in the film. They supply the necessary jolt
that was lacking in the other movie. The
Co-writer and co-director Alex Winter shows thumbs up for his new horror
comedy "Freaked,."
Winter transforms not only comedy but himself in new movie.
humor here is more visual than thoughtful
and gives one the feeling of belonging to this
world, a world that can deliver the feeling
ofexistence.
Another notable plus is the assortment of
supporting character actors that are added
in this film. Winter and Stern both stated
that they pictured certain actors in specific
roles and when asking them to be apart of
this film, their commitment made the project
all the more fulfilling. Among the notables
are Mr. T, Morgan Fairchild, Bobcat
Goldthwait, Brooke Shields and in an
uncredited appearance, Keanu Reeves.
The one downfall to Freaked is that the
general public won't comprehend the humor
of this film. This film is definitely made
for the MTV/Video generation; a short film
made for those individuals with quick wit
and limited attention spans.
Winter, best known for his portrayal of
Bill S. Preston, Esq. from the Bill & Ted
films, plays Ricky as the typical Hollywood
rich kid. He plays well off of the other char-
acters and they all have a good rapport with
him.
Winter is the centerpiece of the film, but
he, Stern and co-screenwriter Tim Burns did
succeed in creating a world where the un-
real can exist and the real can become the
extraordinary.
Freaked is no major masterpiece in cin-
ema, but it is a humorous blend of comedy,
slapstick, science fiction and fantasy and
represents what I hope is a new step for co-
medic films. This is the film that Nothing
But Trouble should have been.
Film Grade: (B)
Da Coup Raps Polemic Change
By Jose Rivas
Guest Reviewer
In these days when women are referred
to as female dogs and garden tools; and the
"Indo," "Buddha," and the "Blunt" are glo-
rified in rap music, rap's latest group, Da
Coup, is a welcome new entry into the in-
dustry. This Oakland-based group aspires to
change the polemics of hip hop culture, in
the same way that a certain political group,
also from Oakland, changed the polemics
of "ethnic" and racial politics in 1966.
The cuts on Da Coup's debut album, Kill
My Landlord (Wild Pitch Records), are all
funky and would normally get airplay. How-
ever, due to the political nature of these
songs, their commercial exposure will likeiy
be minimal.
The first cut on the album — Dig It — is
perhaps the best, and one of the only songs
that might be heard over the airwaves. The
song is a lyrical barrage of mental ammu-
nition. Dig It is not just a rap song. It is a
political education class in a Liberation
School.
The songs on the album are all timely,
especially / ain't the Nig** and Last Blunt
("If I wasn't taking a toke, I'd be leading a
street revolt.").
The first release of the album Not Yet
Free sheds light on the group's ideology —
"Capitalism is like a spider, the web is get-
ting tighter. . ..The web is made of money,
made of greed, made of me.. ..What have I
become in parasite economy?"
Besides Dig It, Kill My Landlord, the title
track, might get some airplay. This track
features rappers form the Mau Mau Rhythm
Collective. Kill My Landlord is a funky,
bass-filled track. While the song deals with
slumlords, it is not the slumlord we typically
think of. According to the song, this land
was "not bought or sold, it was stole. . ..It
was built on deceit and stolen from Chief
Little Feet," raps the lead singer, Boots. He
also says that this landlord used "primitive
accumulation to build plantations and buy
TV stations."
Continued on page 10.
Sicko Horror Breeds Comic Freak
By Ian Spelling
College Press Service
Five years ago, Alex Winter, the 28-year-
old actor best known for "The Lost Boys"
and the two "Bill and Ted" films, and his
writing-directing partner, Tom Stern, cre-
ated a sicko horror-comedy movie vehicle
for the Butthole Surfers.
Now that project has evolved into
"Freaked," a comic freak show starring
Winter, Randy Quaid, Megan Ward, Mr. T.,
Brooke Shields, and Winter's "Bill and
Ted" co-stars Bill (Grim Reaper) Sadler and
Keanu Reeves.
"It was supposed to be a low-budget,
down-and-dirty film, like "Texas Chainsaw
Massacre' meets "Evil Dead 2,'" says Win-
ter during an interview at a friend's down-
town Manhattan apartment, where he's writ-
ing a sci-fi/horror screenplay. "But no one
would touch it with a I O-foot pole. It was
surreal, twisted and made no sense. I loved
it."
The London-born Winter, who studied
film at New York University, pursued all
sorts of work. He and Stern, who became
professional partners at NYU, co-directed
short films, segments of MTV's popular
comedy show "The Idiot Box," and music
videos for the Red Hot Chili Peppers and
Ice Cube, among others.
Winter and Stern eventually returned to
"Freaked," transforming it into more of a
comedy than a horror show. They ap-
proached 20th Century Fox with a re-tooled
script and with the help of foreign investors,
raised the $10 million for a 50-day shoot.
For Winter, the film meant four hours
daily in a makeup chair, then directing, over-
seeing several special effects houses, watch-
ing dailies, rewriting and so on.
"Thank God I was co-directing," he says.
"Tom could be on one stage and I could be
on another directing something else. That
saved us, considering how tight our sched-
ule was. There was no way I could have
done this alone."
Continued on page 10.
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Semester Of The Asian
Continued from page 1.
courses.
"It's a serious and challenging course,"
said Wenden. "We need to understand why
people act differently and how to deal with
these differences."
Students seem to be in general support
of the new focus on multiculturalism.
"There are a lot of problems in the world
because people don't try to understand other
people's differences," said Hope Partee, a
student of Core 101 and a Junior majoring
in Community Health Professions. "To me
thereis nothing wrong with being different.
I think, its just people not knowing that
causes the conflict."
Another student whose appreciation of
cultural diversity has increased after taking
this course is Bernadette Johnson, an El-
ementary Education major.
"If we are so diverse, we should accom-
modate each other," said Johnson. "Adopt-
ing from other cultures and giving to them."
Faculty appear to also be in support of
the new curriculum at York.
"We now find it very easy to see the point
of the assertion of equality in the cultural
realm, something that we were previously
accustomed to seeing only in a political con-
text," said Prof. Howard Ruttenberg, Head
of the Department of History & Philosophy.
Prof. Ruttenberg is also teaching a course
in non-western Philosophy this semester.
In recent years, York has witnessed an
increase in the number of Asian students
studying here. At present, the Asian popu-
lation at York is estimated to be approxi-
mately 10-12 percent.
"We started with Asia because York is
centered around a very large and growing
Asian population," said President Davis.
"They too are interested in finding ways to
foster better understanding of their culture,
and so the community itself was very sup-
portive of the initiative."
Not only is Asia a growing force cultur-
ally, but also economically. "There is a
whole center of influence for business in
South East Asia," said DeFilippis. "There is
a market there that is untapped. For a school
with 2000 majors in Business and Account-
ing, it is natural to have this kind of infu-
sion."
Prof. Ismael Betancourt of the Account-
ing and Business Departmentattended a
three-week program at the East-West Cen-
ter in Hawaii in the Summer of 1993, learn-
ing about Far East and South East Asia, with
a few other faculty members. He is currently
involved in developing a course proposal on
Managing the Asian Market and is learning
to speak Chinese.
"It is a growing and important region
with a lot of trade opportunities," said
Betancourt. "If you want to do business
there, you have to know not only the cul-
ture, politics and economy of the country
and the region, but also the alliances form-
ing there."
Prof. Shirley Ostholm-Hinnau of the Po-
litical Science Department enthusiastically
supports the program.
"The Asian world had the fastest grow-
ing economy on Earth with a 7-13 percent
growth every year," said Hinnau. "There are
Americans who are very insulated in this
country, but we want our students to be the
best prepared they can be to become world
citizens when they go out."
Prof. Hinnau is also team-teaching Core
202 with Prof. Paul Lu of the Health Pro-
fessions and Environmental Health Depart-
ment. The course concentrates on China and
Japan. They will be dealing with China in
the first seven weeks of the semester.
This inter-disciplinary course includes
the study of Chinese politics, history, eco-
nomics, culture, philosophy, religion, mu-
sic and folk art.
"We want the course to be a real experi-
ence and immerse the students in the cul-
ture as far as we can through the class-
room," said Hinnau. "The fruits will be
great not only for their personal understand-
ing, but also for the job market later on."
With the Chinese background of Prof.
Lu, they hope to give the students "a look
at the totality of life in China."
Joseph Lau, an Accounting major also
studying Core 101, feels that in the past their
has been discrimination against the Chinese,
but it is no longer so. "The culture and lit-
erature of China is very different, so it is
important for people studying in America
to know about it," he insisted.
Professor Lu also commented on why
some of the other important Asian countries
were missing from the Core 202 curriculum.
"Asia is a huge continent, with some
larger and many smaller countries, with lot
of differences in cultures and backgrounds,"
said Lu. "By lumping everybody together,
we would only have had a chance to scratch
the surface. And we want to avoid that."
More courses like Core 202 will be
added to the curriculum next semester to
include Africa and Latin America. After that
the course will also include the Indian sub-
continent and the Middle-East. Students
will be able to choose any one Core out of
the three choices offered.
"It's really opening ourselves to the
world and preparing ourselves meaningfully
for the 21st century," said President Davis.
"With advancement in communication and
technology, we have become a global
neighborhood. And for us to have a curricu-
lum that and prepares students in isolation
of that globalization is to short change stu-
dents who matriculate at York College."
President Davis' goal is to have York
students studying in all parts of the world
in an exchange program. "We see it as an
obligation to educate the students with a
global perspective so that they will be more
capable upon graduation to move through-
out the world," said Davis.
"This is really the beginning of what we
hope will bring about the internationaliza-
tion of studies at York," said Dean
DeFilippis. "We hope to become the insti-
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Continued from page 3.
communication skills and further their
knowledge of parliamentary procedure.
President Hudson views the diversity of Stu-
dent Government as a plus.
"There are new faces with new ideas,"
said Hudson. "Also the majority of the sena-
tors are not graduating therefore there is a
potential for growth into powerful student
leaders."
Can this new government provide the
leadership necessary to make good on all of
their promises? I'm not sure, but I've got
my fingers crossed. Besides, stranger things
have happened in student government.
Da Coup
Continued from page 9.
All in all, Kill My Landlord, is an album
that is destined to become an underground
classic, just like BDP's Criminal Minded
and Public Enemy's It Takes A Nation of
Millions to Hold Us Back. Kill My Landlord
is highly recommended to true hip hop con-
noisseurs. Besides, how can you go wrong
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For The Love Of My Friend: Chapter One
and symbols as Michael worked relentlessly
at proofing his work.
"Excuse me, sir," she repeated, much
louder this time.
Michael calmly turned round and looked
up nonchalantly at the youngwoman.
"You've dropped your pen cover," she
said, handing it back to him.
"Thank you," he said, taking the cover.
Then he gave Sylvia a broad smile of ap-
preciation. He hoped that would serve to
justify his resuming the task that lay before
him without the usual frivolities of courtesy.
But Sylvia didn't get it. "Aum...excuse
me. I doan mean to interrupt yah."
Damn it! That's exactly what you're do-
ing, my sister, Michael thought of yelling.
Instead, he simply uttered, "You are indeed,
but I'll forgive you. Now what?"
"Are you from Africa?"
"Aren't we all?" Michael retorted, quite
upset over the fact that An Africa Caribbean
sister would be looking smack at a brother
darker than she herself was, asking him if
he was "from Africa.
"Meh doan mean dat," Sylvia snapped
back.
"So tell, sister, what exactly do you
mean; because I don't quite understand your
question."
"Yuh a try fe be diffacult wid meh, man.
I mean, where were you born?"
"Oh, that's what you mean. I was born
in Guyana."
A short and awkward pause.
"And why are so you so interested in
knowing that?"
"Ah nah me sah," Sylvia quickly
amended. "Ah somebady else that is
intrested; and them send me fe come hask
yuh."
"And who is that ^somebady else?'"
"Is my frien' over dere," she said, indi-
cating to Joy Fretterson with a sort of con-
spiratorial nod of her head.
Michael looked and saw Joy sitting at a
computer just two rows behind him. Her
complexion was almost the color of a ripe
cantaloupe; and she was wearing her long,
black hair cascading down her shoulders.
Joy seemed to be intensely taken up with
whatever was on the screen before her. But
after observing her for a short while,
Michael realized that her concentration was
craftily staged. He turned back to Sylvia.
Her face looked like a Halloween pumpkin
whose smile reflected the overexcitement of
a little girl who had gouged out the ear-to-
ear grin on the fruit and was now hysterical
over her achievement.
"Thanks for informing me," Michael
GREEKS! CLUBS!
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said.
He quickly resumed the task of editing.
But, to his surprise, Michael found it diffi-
cult to concentrate on his work any further.
The somewhat teenage shyness of Joy
Fretterson still lingered on his mind; and his
own curiosity coaxed him to give in to her
timid and indirect flirtation.
Now it was he who couldn't keep his
eyes off her. He kept peeringover his broad
shoulder at her as he added the finishing
touches to his paper. He then made three
copies; and on the right side at the bottom
of one, he signed "M. T. Hardbranch."
That was the copy Michael held in his
hands as he stood obliquely opposite Joy
Fretterson, separated from her only by the
desk on which sat the computer.
She pretended she had not seen him.
Michael imagined he was relishing a can-
taloupe that seemed to replenish itself each
time he took a mouthful of its succulent
juice.
Joy fumbled nervously with the key-
board, realizing she had begun to lose in the
game. She tossed her head away from the
screen and toward an open book that stood
upright to the left of the terminal. The thick
cluster of her long mane swept her bare left
shoulder and settled caressingly over her left
breast.
It heightened Michael's attention to that
part of her sculptured torso. On the front of
her sleeveless vest he saw the words "I'm
Proud To Be Black And Sensuous!" and
thought: What a positive statement for a sis-
ter who, as is obvious, is of racially mixed
parental background.
"I can see you are deep in concentra-
tion," Michael pretended to have inter-
rupted.
"Uh!" Joy jolted her head up at him,
but maintained not the slightesteye con-
tact.
"Please, forgive me if I have scared
you. It surely wasn't my intention.
"That's okay," Joy assured him. "I just
didn't expect anyone to be standing
there."
Michael knew she lied. But he
shrewdly played it of with some irrelevant
chit chat. After she had loosened up a
little, he handed her the signed copy of
his story.
When Joy saw his name and recog-
nized it, she felt the little strength she had
been trying desperately to withhold begin
to drain faster from her entire being.
UNFORTUNATED; THIS IS WHERE
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wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
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SRAs not only ease your current tax-
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